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Model Setup
The model to be used in our experiments is the Princeton ocean model (POM), a primitive equation, sigma coordinate, finite difference model. The prognostic variables of this model are the sea surface elevation, the three components of velocity, temperature, salinity, and turbulent kinetic energy and length scale. The computation is split into an external barotropic mode, which solves the time evolution of the free surface elevation, and depth-averaged velocities and an internal baroclinic mode that solves the vertical velocity shear.
Vertical mixing in the model is calculated through an embedded turbulence closure scheme [Mellor and Yamada, 1982] , while horizontal mixing is parameterized following $magorinsky [1963] . A detailed description of the model is given by Blumberg and Mellor [1987] .
OBCs for the External Mode
The OBC schemes to be used for the barotropic mode follows the recommendations of our previous study ]; that is, the characteristic scheme proposed by Roed and Cooper [1987] , the radiation condition proposed by Flather [1976] , and the flow relaxation scheme (FRS) proposed by Martinsen and Engedahl [1987] . The characteristic method is a modified version of a method first proposed by Harttee [1953] and later modified to include rotation and wind forcing by Reed and Cooper [1987] . It combines the charac- The second scheme uses a modification suggested by Stevens [1990] 
where index i is counted from the western open boundary and a similar expression is valid for the eastern relaxation zone.
Composite Schemes
Of all the possible combinations among OBCs for the external and internal mode we will restrict our discussion to the following stable schemes ( 
Numerical Experiments
The performance of the OBCs schemes described in Of all the schemes tested in this experiment, MOA and FOO show the best response, although the amount of upwelling produced is not as strong as in the benchmark case. In this regard it should be remembered that although the tested OBCs distinguish between inflow and outflow conditions, the cyclic case does not and al- (left) The result from the benchmark experiment; (right) result obtained using the FOA scheme.
The figure corresponds to the instant of maximum upwelling favorable wind at a cross section 100 km from the eastern boundary.
The Passage of a Storm
The last experiment of this study evaluates the performance of the OBC schemes in a dynamical scenario which combines flow advection and wave propagation. The simulation consists in the passage of a midlatitude cyclone over a shelf region [e.g., Gjevik, 1991] . In our previous study ] we investi- Over the shelf area the traveling storm generates continental shelf waves that propagate with the coast to their right. Since the shelf is relatively shallow and well mixed, the oceanic response is mostly barotropic. Figure 18 illustrates the spatial and temporal characteristics of the model response in the benchmark experiment. Figure 18a shows a snapshot of the barotropic velocity field after 50 hours of model simulation. A periodic structure, with alongshore wavelength of approximately 550 km is clearly visible. Figure 18b The poor performance of BBA for the SSH fields is also present in the barotropic velocity fields and the baroclinic velocities (Figures 22 and 23) . The largest differences occur in the coastal regions where BBA shows a partial clamping at the western boundary (Figure 22) and the development of a strong barotropic structure (Figure 23 ). The performance of BBA does not improve when the relaxation time is increased; in fact, it worsens. Experiments in which the relaxation time was increased to 10, 24 hours, and infinity show a more major clamping than for the shown example. The major problem faced by this particular scheme seems to be associated with the fact that the path of the storm impinges upon the open western boundary. Experiments in which the storm is displaced eastward show considerable improvement on the discussed case. This result is consistent with the barotropic experiments reported in our previous study ]. The neglect of alongshore variations in the first two experiments facilitates the comparison between the experiments using OBC and existing solutions. The difficulty of using experiments with alongshore variations of bottom topography is the definition of the reference case. There are no analytical solutions to this problem, and the setup of a benchmark is not trivial (the difficulty in setting up these types of experiments is the whole motivation for using OBCs). During the first stage of our numerical simulations we used a channel with alongshore variations of the bottom topography and cyclic conditions. The results were similar to those reported in this article, but since cyclic conditions are not technically correct for this benchmark experiment (since alongshore gradients differentiates the eastern from the western side of the basin), we choose a straight coastline. This particular case had the advantage of having analytical and numerical solutions to compare. Moreover, since the lack of alongshore variations precludes the existence of alongshore pressure gradients, the existence of these gradients in some of our experiments was a clear indicator of failures of the corresponding OBC's schemes.
Summary and Conclusions
The third experiment investigates the combined effects of variable wind forcing and wave propagation on OBC performance. MOA, FOA, and FOO are able to radiate the outgoing energy without significant reflections. BBA and HOA are not able to handle the propagation dispersive wave packets which generate an increase in mean sea level. Integral constraints, which solved this problem in barotropic experiments ], were useless in the present case.
The perturbations generated by the OBCs are not restricted to the barotropic component of the flow since a spurious baroclinic jet develops near the western boundary for the B BA scheme. This internal jet smooths out the current shear and produces an incorrect barotropic response. HOA also shows problems at the western boundary with an intense inflow between 150 and 250 km offshore that extends -•300 m depth.
The experiments and combination of OBCs schemes used in this study reflect a choice that, although guided by physical and practical considerations, is still highly arbitrary. Since the possible combinations of numerical schemes and test cases are endless, we choose those schemes and test cases that have either been used frequently in the literature or were relatively successful in our previous studies. During the execution of this study, however, we did several experiments using different OBCs combinations or experimental setups that because of space constraints cannot be included in this article. The practical experience gained from these studies can be combined with the results of our previous discussion in the following general conclusions:
1. MOA is the only scheme that provides a reasonable response in all cases studied. Experiments using the FRS in all prognostic variables (not shown) also yield reasonable results although the best performance is attained using a radiation condition for the baroclinic tangential velocity and a FRS for temperature at inflow 
